OUR VISION AND VALUES
We have developed a new vision for the school that
will focus all our efforts on achieving the best
outcomes for children and young people and a set of
values that will drive the culture across the school in
supporting the delivery of our priorities and
outcomes.
Our roots run deep
Our branches grow high
Together we will reach the sky
Our ethos is one where we work together, giving
everyone a fair chance
Learners can make their own positive choices about being healthy,
being safe and having a say
Learning in an inclusive way is deep within the trunk of
everything we do
Our students are the individual fruits which grow and excel
planting seeds for their future and planning next steps

We provide a rich education so that we can watch our little trees grow. The roots must be healthy,
strong and well fed in order for the tree to begin to grow. Only then does the trunk of the tree begin
to develop. Eventually the branches and the leaves will grow. Over time, with care, attention and
input, you will find a lush strong and mature tree.

Our core values set out the way the school ‘does
things’ to achieve its vision, priorities and outcomes.

Aspire – To direct ones hopes or

Dignity – The importance and value

ambitions towards achieving something
or being successful.

that a person has, that makes other
people respect them or makes them
respect themselves.

Nurture – To take care of, feed and

Pride – A feeling of pleasure and

protect someone, especially young
children, helping them to develop and be
successful.

satisfaction that you get because you or
people connected with you have done or
got something good.

Respect – Politeness, honour and

Together – With each other – so

care shown towards someone or
something that is considered important.

as to combine.

Trust – Firm belief in the reliability,
truth or ability of someone or something.

